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a b s t r a c t

The Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) paradigm promises to enhance network flexibility and
scalability through resource virtualization. MEC allows telecom operators to fulfill the stringent and
heterogeneous requirements of 5G applications via service deployment at the edge of the mobile
network. However, current solutions to support MEC struggle to provide resource elasticity since
MEC infrastructures have limited resources. The coexistence of many heterogeneous services on the
distributed MEC infrastructure makes the resource scarcity problem even more challenging than it
already is in traditional networks. Services need distinct resource provisioning patterns due to their
diverse requirements, and we may not assume an extensive MEC infrastructure that can accommodate
an arbitrary number of services. To address these aspects, we present REACT: a MEC-suppoRted sElf-
adaptive elAstiCiTy mechanism that leverages resource provisioning among different services running
on a shared MEC environment. REACT adopts an adaptive and solidarity-based strategy to redistribute
resources from over-provisioned services to under-provisioned services in MEC environments. REACT
is an alternative strategy to avoid service migration due to resource scarcity. Real testbed results
show that REACT outperforms Kubernetes’ elasticity strategy by accomplishing up to 18.88% more
elasticity events, reducing service outages by up to 95.1%, reducing elasticity attempts by up to 95.36%,
and reducing over-provisioned resources by up to 33.88%, 38.41%, and 73% for CPU cycles, RAM and
bandwidth resources, respectively. Finally, REACT reduces response time by up to 15.5%.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The realization of the 5G architecture (including 5G beyond
pproaches, like 6G or Networking 2030) is guided by novel
echnologies and new trends in user demands for modern appli-
ations, such as tactile Internet, autonomous vehicles, immersive
edia services, eHealth, etc [1]. To support these new, especially

atency-sensitive, applications, services must be deployed at the
etwork edges [2]. A service is defined as a virtualized instance of
physical function that is ‘‘cloudified’’ and placed in cloud hosts
r network edges, e.g., video transcoding, load balancing, content
aching, network address translation, etc [3].
Modern applications demand extreme network and comput-

ng performance. Their quality depends significantly on the mo-
ile network infrastructure’s elasticity. Resource elasticity is de-
ined as a system’s ability to adapt to service workload fluctua-
ions by adjusting resource configurations and provisioning close
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to the demand [4]. Therefore, elasticity strategies to support strin-
gent and heterogeneous requirements imposed by current and
upcoming 5G applications become essential to accelerate their
adoption. Following this trend, telecom operators have adopted
the telco-cloud paradigm [5] to support on-demand MEC resource
elasticity. In this sense, telecom operators are broadly redefining
their cloud infrastructures following the MEC concept to achieve
the requirements of 5G applications [6,7].

MEC provides computing resources at the network edges, al-
lowing telecom operators to fulfill latency requirements for fu-
ture applications and offer service delivery at the edge of the
mobile network [8]. One primary problem with MEC is that it
has limited computing and communication resources [9,10]. This
may negatively affect quality of service (QoS) in high service
demand situations, as network or MEC resources may become
insufficient to support them [11]. To maintain satisfactory QoS in
these circumstances, services typically migrate from overloaded
to less loaded MEC servers [12]. However, this approach requires
service check-pointing and restarting for stateful services, which
may lead to long service downtime if the migration process has
to transfer a large amount of data [13,14].
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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When resources become scarce, the elasticity mechanism will
ot meet the ideal resource allocation of the new service load.
ence, the elasticity mechanism triggers, in turn, the time-costly
igration procedure, leading to the search for another cloud or
dge server to deploy the target service. Although the migra-
ion will perhaps succeed in meeting the needed performance at
nother server, the resulting migration costs might be too high,
.g., downtime and migration time, as the whole migration time
s extremely time-consuming [3].

Optimal resource provisioning for MEC is an ongoing chal-
enge [15]. On the other hand, many works in cloud comput-
ng propose new resource-elasticity strategies [16,17]. However,
t is essential to develop elasticity strategies adapted to MEC
ince edge servers may run out of resources as service providers
ffer more resources for applications as consumer demand in-
reases [18].
State-of-the-art resource elasticity algorithms are reactive,

eaning that the auto-scaling procedure is started only after the
ervice’s resource usage crosses a predefined threshold. Some of
he most popular reactive elasticity solutions, such as Amazon
C2, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP), deploy
euristic auto-scaling schemes, as reactive-based solution meet
loud demands [16].
For the schemes mentioned above, after an elasticity request,

he elasticity mechanism will fail to provide auto-scaling proce-
ures when the requested resources are no longer available in a
EC server. As a result, the reactive model is likely to produce
ultiple attempts until it matches the resource configurations

hat suit the new service load.
We define the time needed for the auto-scaling procedure

o converge and find a suitable resource allocation as elasticity
ttempt window. During the elasticity attempt window, the service
ill suffer from quality degradation due to resource saturation
ntil matching optimal new resource patterns. The situation be-
omes critical in MEC when resources become scarce, where
urrent reactive models are efficient under resource availability
onditions.
We argue that, due to the limited resource characteristics

f MEC, its resources must be enhanced to support 5G appli-
ation deployments through resource elasticity strategies that
onsider both MEC resource limitations and 5G application re-
uirements. Thus, we assume that over-provisioned resources
ust exist in virtualized MEC servers that support multi-tenancy,
reventing virtual entities, i.e., containers, virtual machines, from
eing provisioned whenever their load changes. However, it will
ead to low-efficiency usage of MEC and increase deployment
osts. Based on this, our research focuses on proposing a heuristic
lasticity solution tailored to MEC systems, capable of overcom-
ng resource scarcity and resource over-provisioning in these
ystems.
We propose the MEC-suppoRted sElf-adaptive elAstiCiTy

REACT), a new auto-scaling strategy that addresses the previ-
usly described weaknesses of reactive approaches employing
solidarity-based elasticity algorithm. REACT is an alternative

trategy to avoid service migration due to resource scarcity.
amely, we propose that telecom operators can reallocate net-
ork and MEC resources from over-provisioned services and
edistribute them to under-provisioned services while keeping all
ervices running on the same server. REACT distinguishes itself
rom reactive elasticity solutions in three ways: (i) optimal auto-
caling of both network-level and compute-level virtual resources
t network edges under resource scarcity conditions; (ii) efficient
esource allocation of over-provisioned resources from a set of
onor services to scale-up demanding recipient services; and (iii)
elf-adaptive auto-scaling, which reduces the elasticity attempt

indow during the scarcity of MEC resources.

2

REACT can be implemented for several use cases. We high-
light two use cases and how REACT could work around their
problems. 1. Mobility-induced services: During users’ mobility,
latency-sensitive services are forced to be migrated through MEC
servers. Thus, MEC servers must avoid blocking of service migra-
tion, which can occur due to MEC resource scarcity. Besides, it
contributes to service QoS degradation in mobility environments
since the edge server selection can disregard an optimal edge
server due to its workload. MEC servers must meet all service
migration requests to ensure the deployment of mobility-induced
strategies in real-edge environments. REACT can address this
problem through its solidarity approach. REACT could guarantee
that latency-sensitive services would obtain resource reservations
in MEC servers during these service migrations, classifying these
services as priority services, i.e., recipient services, and the other
services implemented in the MEC infrastructure as donor services.
. Service billing: The pay-as-you-go model has been imple-

mented in cloud computing and will be incorporated during edge
deployments. The more resources are used, the more the tenant
has to pay. In this case, over-provisioned resources can increase
the price paid to host services and applications both on the cloud
and at the edge. REACT can work around this problem by over-
provisioned resource optimization. REACT uses over-provisioned
resources to support new auto-scaling requests rather than re-
questing new resource allocations to the cloud or edge provider.
It can then prevent tenant’s expenses from increasing in edge
computing.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the most relevant related works, highlighting their
strengths and shortcomings. Section 3 presents the systemmodel.
Section 4 details REACT’s architecture and operation. Section 5
presents an experiment setup used to evaluate REACT’s perfor-
mance. Section 6 evaluates the experimental results and com-
ments them. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the article’s findings.

2. Related work

Several studies [4,16,17] have investigated alternative ap-
proaches for resource elasticity in cloud computing and they con-
clude that the scarcity of resources cannot negatively impact ser-
vices running on large cloud providers, e.g., Amazon EC2, Azure,
GCP. Compared to large-scale cloud systems, a MEC server can
provide lower communications delay between user and server,
but it also comes with less resources than cloud infrastructures.
The scarcity of MEC resources may affect service performance
because some under-provisioned services might need to be mi-
grated to another MEC server, introducing service-restart delays
in some cases.

One of the most popular container orchestration tools used by
network operators to support cloud computing is Kubernetes.1
The massive infrastructure investments by network operators
drive the move to Kubernetes, enabling containerization in the
cloud and at the edge network to afford 5G MEC services based on
lightweight virtualization deployments. The Kubernetes architec-
ture consists of a logical master node, which can deploy a variable
set of application containers called pods on a group of nodes. In
order to allocate system resources to the running services, Kuber-
netes follows the auto-scaling principle, which proposes to reac-
tively increase or decrease the resources allocated to the service
according to its current demand. One way in which Kubernetes
can adjust the resources allocated to a service is by increasing
or decreasing the resources associated to each pod, through a
module named Vertical Pod Autoscaler (VPA). The VPA estimates
every pod’s resource utilization and, if their current workloads

1 http://kubernetes.io

http://kubernetes.io
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o beyond a threshold, it restarts the resource-intensive services
ranting them a more suitable amount of resources. If resources
re not available on the current server, where the service is
lready deployed, the VPA redeploys the service to another server.
ne drawback of restarting or migrating the pod is that stateful
ontext information must be copied between two replicas (in
ase of a make-before-break approach) or at least stored and
eloaded (in case the server does not allow the creation of another
od before tearing down the old one). While Kubernetes uses
igration in case of scarce resources, REACT tries to reallocate
ver-provisioned resources to avoid service migration. Hence,
ubernetes’ auto-scaling policy reduces the resource allocation
fficiency under resource scarcity conditions because it triggers
everal resource-reallocation rounds.
Due to resource limitations imposed by MEC servers compared

o large-scale cloud providers, a few works have investigated
esource elasticity in edge networks [19]. For example, Yuan et al.
20] propose a scheme to serve the time-varying demand for
esource capacity from mobile services. The proposed solution
eploys online Virtual Network Function (VNF) scaling, which
ealizes an on-demand resource allocation in MEC infrastruc-
ures. Wang et al. [21] propose a framework to manage edge
odes and an auto-scaling mechanism for resource provisioning
n edge nodes, which is based on three stages, i.e., handshaking,
eployment, and termination. Righi et al. [22] present the Elastic-
AN model, which proposes multi-level and adaptable resource
lasticity for Cloud Radio Access Networks. Adaptivity refers to
he elasticity level in which physical machines and their resources
re provisioned as close as possible to the current processing
eeds. Authors in [23] have proposed an auto-scaling algorithm to
inimize costs and deal with unbalanced cluster load caused by

esource expansion, i.e., scale-up, and the data reliability caused
y resource scale-down. The work in [24] proposes a VM-scaling
lgorithm to Distributed Enterprise Information Systems, which
ptimally detects the most appropriate scaling conditions using
erformance-models of distributed applications based on SLA-
pecified performance constraints. Naha et al. [25] developed
esource allocation and provisioning algorithms by using resource
anking and provisioning of resources in a hybrid and hierarchical
ashion to address the problem of satisfying deadline-based dy-
amic user requirements in fog computing. These works focus on
oS maintenance at MEC infrastructures. However, they always
onsider available resources to support the required elasticity
emand. Kumar et al. [17] claim that SLA violations need to
e detected in the resource provisioning process when resource
lasticity issues on cloud and edge servers happen. This can occur
nder resource scarcity conditions, hence, jeopardizing QoS and
uality-of-Experience (QoE).
Li et al. [26] propose a scheduling optimization mechanism

or improving consistency maintenance in edge environments.
he mechanism is based on a two-level scheduling optimization
cheme. If the edge data center does not have enough resources
o complete, it will migrate the service to a centralized cloud
ata center. Castellano et al. [27] proposed DRAGON, a distributed
esource assignment and orchestration algorithm that seeks op-
imal partitioning of shared resources between different appli-
ations running over a standard edge infrastructure. The evalua-
ion allowed testing the algorithm behavior after the hosting re-
ources have been saturated, even running a low number of appli-
ations. The work in [28] has proposed an auction-based resource
llocation and provisioning mechanism, which produces a map
f application instances in edge computing, namely Edge-MAP.
dge-MAP considers users’ mobility and the limited computing
esources available in edge micro-clouds to allocate resources to
idding applications. Edge-MAP can reallocate resources to adapt

o the dynamic network conditions. Guo et al. [29] recommend

3

an on-demand resource provisioning mechanism based on load
estimation and service expenditure (over-provisioned resources)
for edge cloud. The mechanism uses a neural network model
to estimate the resource demand. However, before releasing the
node resources, the user data on the node need to be migrated
to other working nodes to ensure service continuity. Sarrigiannis
et al. [30] proposed a VNF lifecycle management through an
online scheduling algorithm, where the VNFs are orchestrated,
e.g., instantiated, scaled, migrated, and destroyed, based on the
actual VNF traffic. Authors also proposed an experimental evalua-
tion based on the implementation of a MEC-enabled 5G platform.
The assessment aimed to maximize the number of served users
in MEC by taking advantage of the online allocation of edge
resources without violating the application SLAs. Akhtar et al. [31]
proposed the management of chains of application functions over
multi-technology edge networks. This work provides solutions to
resource orchestration and management for applications over a
virtualized edge computing infrastructure.

Most of the aforementioned works trigger service migration
in resource scarcity situations, which can affect QoS and QoE [3].
Migrating a service has several drawbacks, such as increased
latency, traffic congestion and network usage costs, due to the
data transferred between remote hosts. In the real world, where
multiple network operators manage the infrastructure, migrat-
ing a service may take longer than expected because mobile
network operators must agree to exchange the service across
heterogeneous platforms.

The aforementioned works show that only a few studies in the
literature have investigated resource elasticity in MEC, and those
who do are characterized by a set of common limitations, detailed
hereafter. Firstly, resource elasticity models do not consider the
resource scarcity of MEC in their design. Secondly, most related
works frequently trigger service migration procedures. Finally,
most related works do not optimize MEC resources utilization,
resulting in a long elasticity attempt window. In this paper, we
aim to tackle these three limitations arising from previous works
by proposing REACT: a self-adaptive elasticity mechanism as a
heuristic solution tailored to MEC resource scarcity conditions.

Based on the literature review, we identify that new ap-
proaches need to evolve to tackle resource elasticity among
MEC systems while meeting the stringent requirements of 5G
applications. This imposes a set of challenges when carrying
out elasticity strategies in large-scale MEC scenarios since it
cannot accommodate a high density of elasticity requests. Thus,
it becomes even more problematic by directly affecting 5G ap-
plications’ performance. Although MEC servers have computing
power, with the increase of users, its limited computing power is
gradually overloaded, which cannot guarantee the QoS of partic-
ular applications. The challenge consists of designing an optimal
elasticity mechanism to support 5G application requirements.

We claim that MEC characteristics, e.g., resource limitation,
lead to the adoption of optimal self-scaling solutions, afford-
ing QoS and resource-constrained awareness to keep 5G ap-
plications always better served by the underlying MEC facili-
ties [32]. The list of requirements we claim for an optimal solution
of a MEC-tailored elasticity mechanism includes the following
requirements to be met:

1. Provisioning capacity in MEC environments;
2. Capacity to provide auto-scaling whenever the service

needs more resources, employing an enhanced elasticity
attempt window to respond to new loads;

3. Successful auto-scaling under resource scarcity conditions
and decreasing the number of unsuccessful elasticity at-
tempts;

4. Deploying a self-adaptive approach to tackle the issues that
widely-used reactive auto-scaling solutions raise.
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able 1
omparison of related works towards optimal MEC-tailored elasticity. Legend:
= Constrained capacity, 2 = Successful auto-scaling, 3 = Elasticity attempts,

4 = Self-adaption.
Solutions Requirements
(References) 1 2 3 4

Kubernetes VPA ✓

Yuan et al. [20] ✓

Wang et al. [21] ✓

Righi et al. [22] ✓

Chunlin et al. [23] ✓

Antonescu et al. [24] ✓

Naha et al. [25] ✓ ✓

Li et al. [26] ✓ ✓

Castellano et al. [27] ✓ ✓ ✓

Tasiopoulos et al. [28] ✓ ✓

Guo et al. [29] ✓

Sarrigiannis et al. [30] ✓

Akhtar et al. [31] ✓

REACT (present work) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1 compares the main characteristics of the related works
oncerning the aforementioned requirements and shows that
one of the considered solutions can support all our claimed
equirements towards optimal auto-scaling. Motivated by the
imitations of the reactive approaches of related works, we pro-
ose the REACT solidarity-based elasticity strategy, as described
n the next section.

. System model

The considered MEC infrastructure consists of a set of inter-
onnected MEC servers, each of them offering different comput-
ng and memory resources to a set of running services, each
aving distinct and specific resource requirements. We assume
hat each MEC server’s workload is modeled as a quadruple
epresenting only four types of available resources: computation,
ommunication, main memory, and permanent memory, whose
mounts do not change over time. Since MEC-suppoRted sElf-
daptive elAstiCiTy (REACT) redistributes resources among the
ervices running on a single MEC server, we restrict our scope to
set S of running service instances on a single MEC server. We
ssume that the time in the system is divided into equal intervals
alled time slots, and the system produces a service resource
eallocation during each time slot. REACT operates within a single
ime slot, so we assume that all the symbols introduced hereafter
re related to a certain time slot k ∈ N.
We define the server background load ω ∈ [0, 1]4 as a quadru-

le that represents the resource load on the MEC server unrelated
o running user services, e.g., OS overhead, scheduling, back-
round and monitoring processes, which cannot be auto-scaled.
e define the MEC server load ξ as the sum of the background

oad ω and the total amount of resources allocated to all services
unning on MEC server. Equivalently, ξ = ω+

∑
|S|
i=1 ai. It is worth

noting that ∀k ∈ N, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, as the sum of the allocated
resources for the services and the background processing on the
MEC server can never exceed its maximum resource capacity.

MEC servers’ resource utilization can be classified into three
categories: light, medium, and heavy utilization. A MEC server is
under light utilization if its ξ ≤ τl, where τl ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly,

MEC server is under heavy utilization if its ξ ≥ τh, where
h ∈ [0, 1]. If τl < ξ < τh, then the MEC server is under
medium utilization. τl and τh represents 30% and 95% of the MEC
server’s capacity, respectively. The low and high thresholds will
determine the when REACT will trigger its solidarity approach.
We consider that a MEC server is in a resource scarcity condition
when its ξ > 0.95.
4

Every service si ∈ S running on the system is characterized by
a set of parameters, detailed hereafter. The workload of service
si is indicated with wi ∈ [0, 1]4, a quadruple in which each
element represents the ratio between the service’s current load
and the MEC server’s capacity for a specific resource type. The
resource allocation of service si is indicated with ai ∈ [0, 1]4, a
quadruple in which each element represents the ratio between
the amount of resources allocated for service si and the MEC
server’s capacity for a specific resource type. The resource over-
provisioning of service si is defined as oi = ai − wi, a quadruple
n which each element represents the ratio between the amount
f over-provisioned resources for service si and the MEC server’s
apacity for a specific resource type.
REACT classifies every service as either donor service or recipi-

nt service. A donor service d is defined as an over-provisioned
ervice that is willing to transfer part of its currently unused
esources to other services that need them. A recipient service
is defined as a service that is currently under-provisioned and
lose to run out of resources, which is willing to accept resources
rom other donors.

REACT’s solidarity approach considers that a set of recipi-
nts r , under resource scarcity conditions, are eligible for receiv-
ng resources from other over-provisioned donors d that run on
he same MEC server. Donors scale-down parts of their over-
rovisioned resources to scale-up recipients. As long as services
ave residual resources, REACT remains able to auto-scale re-
ipients and avoid Service-Level Agreement (SLA) violations. The
omputation performed by REACT to decide the amount of over-
rovisioned resources to transfer from a set of donors d to each
ecipient r is called donation.

The committed service threshold tc(si) is the minimum amount
f resources needed by the service si to honor its SLAs. We
efine the service donating threshold as td(si) = ai − tc(si) as
he maximum amount of resources that service si can donate.
d(d) quantifies the part of the donor’s over-provisioned resources
d, aiming to scale-down donors and scale-up recipients. The
xpression for td is designed so that a donor d cannot donate
ore resources than what its SLA allows it, when wd ≤ tc(d).
ig. 1 shows the thresholds ai, wi, tc , and td for each service in
he system, where each variable is used to represent recipients r
r donors d in the solidarity-based model.
Let us define q as a decision binary variable, where q ∈ {0, 1},

ssumes value 1 to perform scale-up and 0 to perform scale-
own. The resource type that will be scaled up/down is denoted
y γ ∈ {γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4}. The share of resources that will be scaled
p/down is denoted as z ∈ [0, 1). The auto-scaling function for
service si represents the amount of resources that the service
ill either receive or donate, and is denoted as β(si, γi, q, z) =
· (1+ (2q− 1)z).
The total amount of resources exchanged in a donation from
set of donors d′ ⊂ d to a specific recipient r ∈ r for a

pecific resource type γ can be defined as µ(r,d′, γ ) =
∑

s∈d′ β

s, γ , 0, td(s)). If the donation process involves a set of recipients
′
⊂ r and a set of donors d′ ⊂ d, then the amount of exchanged

esources can be computed as:∑
s∈r′

(
µ(s,d′, γ )+

∑
s∈d′

β(s, γ , 0, td(s))

)
(1)

The donation for a specific recipient r occurs until the sum of
cale-down resources from a set of donors d ≥ tm(r) · 1.3 The
alue of z for the ith r in each donation procedure is set to 30%.
ach donation adds 30% more resources than the current wr in
ime slot k. We scale-up each tm(r) by 30% to avoid new donation
equests in a short time period. According to our analysis and
he thresholds practices adopted in [33], we chose 30% as the
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Fig. 1. System model.
threshold. It mitigates the over-provisioning and improves the
time window in which the service will need another auto-scaling
procedure. On the other hand, the value of z for the ith d is
set to its td. Hence, for any donation procedure, the property∑

s∈D′ td(s) ≥ tm(r) · 1.3 holds. It is noted that each tm(r)
s updated via µ. Thus, Eq. (1) minimizes the over-provisioned
esources in MEC servers and maximize resource utilization. We
ant to maximize resource utilization as long as we can satisfy
he elasticity demands and do not violate SLAs.

Let us define hi = (wi, ai, oi) as the monitoring metrics of the
th service, i.e., the current values for its workload wi, allocated
esources ai, and over-provisioned resources oi. Each service mon-
toring metric hi uses γ to denote the types of resources for a
ervice si, e.g., CPU, RAM, storage, and bandwidth. We can then
efine δ as the set of service workloads deployed in a generic MEC
erver, where hi ∈ δ. A MEC server uses δ to obtain the full service
tatus information, then δ =

∑n
i=1 hi, assuming that the server

ust check each service serially. In the considered scenario, we
ssume that the value of δ is updated periodically. The frequency
ith which δ is updated significantly influences REACT’s behavior,
s service monitoring is a crucial measure to determine whether
he solidarity-based approach should be triggered. Table 2 lists
he key parameters of the system model.

. REACT

This section describes the principles of REACT, its architec-
ure and how it operates, including the solidarity-based elasticity
lgorithm and its complexity analysis.

.1. REACT architecture

The efficiency behind an elasticity mechanism depends on the
uto-scaling function. As edge services’ requirements change over
ime, MEC servers will experience workload fluctuations. These
orkload fluctuations may result in either service over- or under-
rovisioning. When the load decreases, the most widely adopted
eactive mechanisms will take some time to provide scale-down
ctions. On the other hand, auto-scaling mechanisms will scale-
p and cause over-provisioning when the load increases. If re-
ources are scarce, it will cause under-provisioning. The over-
rovisioning strategy reserves more resources than those needed
y the service at a specific moment in time, aiming to avoid
isruptions, if the service requires an unexpectedly high amount
f resources to support its operations in the future.
Over-provisioning demands careful deployment to prevent the

nefficient resource allocation. However, in situations where over-
rovisioned resources are low, reactive auto-scaling solutions

end to trigger several elasticity rounds until matching resource
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Table 2
Notations and symbols.
Symbol Explanation

S Set of services running on the MEC server.
si ith service ∈ S.
wi Workload of the ith service.
ai Resource allocation of the ith service.
oi Resource over-provisioning of the ith service.
ω Server background workload.
ξ MEC server load.
β Auto-scaling for a service s in the MEC server.
δ Set of service monitoring metrics.
h Monitoring metric of service si , where hi ∈ δ.
r Recipients list.
d Donors list.
r Recipient service, where r ∈ r.
d Donor service, where d ∈ d.
µ A function that represents the donation from

a donor service d to a recipient service r .
tc Committed service threshold.
td Service donating threshold.

Fig. 2. REACT Architecture.

patterns to meet the new service workload, which increases the
elasticity attempt window. Even though this strategy will ensure
that SLAs are not violated, it might reserve resources for services,
which in turn may never use them. This would lead to inefficient
MEC resource usage and unnecessary costs for the user to benefit
from those MEC resources that do not positively impact the
application’s QoS. In under-provisioning, the allocated resources
for a given service are less than the current load demand, which
can cause SLA violations and service resizing penalties.

REACT provides an auto-scaling algorithm to efficiently reallo-
cate resources among different services running on MEC servers
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Fig. 3. Conditions to enable the REACT solidarity approach.

nder scarce resources. REACT solves the typical problems of
eactive schemes, e.g., several auto-scaling rounds during re-
ource scarcity situations, by re-orchestrating both networking
nd computational MEC resources. The main novelty of REACT,
ompared to other reactive resource elasticity mechanisms, is its
olidarity-based resource reallocation, which defines how some
esources are seized from a set of donors and transferred to a set
f recipients when the system enters a resource-depletion state.
REACT’s solidarity-based elasticity takes advantage of services’

esource over-provisioning to offer enhance auto-scaling capa-
ility towards MEC efficient resource usage. In contrast, reactive
olutions suffer from over-provisioning by needing successive
ttempts until matching the required resource amounts to the
ew service load when resources become scarce. It is worth
oting that REACT can apply its solidarity scheme only if the MEC
erver is running over-provisioned services while the available
esources in the system become scarce. REACT aims at mitigating
he service degradation due to the unavailability of resources in
EC servers and at improving system efficiency by reducing over-
rovisioned resources. This resource reduction can also decrease
he economical costs sustained by the user, since cloud systems
rovide resources based on a pay-as-you-go pricing.
REACT is implemented as part of the auto-scaling compo-

ent’s logic without MEC architectural changes, e.g., the need for
dding new components, interfaces, and protocols. Its solidarity-
ased model can be deployed in any platforms that support
uto-scaling mechanisms, making REACT an agnostic solution to
EC servers. Fig. 2 presents the REACT architecture, where REACT
ses its solidarity algorithm to provide resource reallocation and
monitoring system to check both MEC and service workloads.
urthermore, REACT uses both Docker and Open vSwitch APIs to
eallocate computing and network resources between services.

REACT classifies a server’s load into three conditions: safe,
lert, and critical. Safe and critical conditions are mapped to τl
nd τh, respectively. The alert condition is enabled when the
EC server load ξ is between 80% and 95% of the MEC server’s
apacity. If the system is in safe conditions, REACT does not
perate because services can be deployed immediately. When the
ystem is in alert or critical condition, REACT takes preventive
easures to reallocate resources and avoid that the system enters
r remains in a critical condition. Fig. 3 illustrates the conditions
or enabling the solidarity approach in a state diagram.

REACT groups services into a donor list d and a recipient
ist r, respectively. REACT adds a service si to the donor list if
ts workload wi ≤ tc(si). The donor list and the recipient list
re sorted from the smallest to the largest available residual
esources and resource demands. REACT constantly maintains the

ecipient list and the donor list if the server reaches an alert or
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critical condition. Each donation involves a single recipient and
one or more donors: after REACT calculates howmany resources a
single recipient needs, it will scale-down one or more donors and
subsequently scale-up the recipient to fulfill its resource needs.
REACT will start a donation process until either the r or the d is
empty.

4.2. REACT operation

On a generic MEC server, the REACT algorithm runs on a set
of services S. First, REACT gathers the infrastructure and service
monitoring data, e.g., CPU, RAM, storage, incoming and outgoing
bandwidth, to create and maintain the recipient list r and the
donor list S. We implement r and d as self-balancing binary
search trees, i.e., AVL tree, aiming to optimize the solidarity auto-
scaling algorithm. To access n service monitoring metrics h REACT
uses δ. Then, both lists are inspected to meet the highest-priority
services that experience resource bottlenecks. After this, REACT
calculates the details of the service donations and update the
new ar and ad, respectively, in r and d. The next step is to
update the service thresholds in both r and d lists deployed at the
local MEC server. It can be implemented through virtualization
platform used to host the service components, e.g., Xen, KVM,
Docker Swarm, Kubernetes, OpenVZ.
Algorithm 1: Recipient and donor service selection

Input: service_list
Output: r, d

1 Function ServiceSelection(service_list):
2 Function InsertAVL(root, node)
3 for s in service_list do
4 if ws ≥ tc(s) then InsertAVL(r, s)
5 else InsertAVL(d, s)

Algorithm 2: Solidarity-based auto-scaling
Input: service_list
Output: r, d

1 Function SolidarityAutoScaling():
2 Function MECMonitoring(δ, ξ): start δ and ξ

3 while ξ ≥ τh% do
4 r, d← ServiceSelection(service_list)
5 Function InOrder(r):
6 if r is NULL then return
7 InOrder(r→ left)
8 Function ReverseOrder(d):
9 if d is NULL then return

10 ReverseOrder(d→ right)
11 required_donation← 1.3 · ar
12 if wd ≤ tc(d) then
13 td ← ad − tc(d)
14 donation(r, d, td)
15 else
16 td ← ad − wd
17 donation(r, d, td)
18 Function Remove(d)
19 if donations ≥ required_donation then return
20 ReverseOrder(d→ left)
21 InOrder(r→ right)

Algorithm 1 identifies services that are facing resource bot-
tlenecks, i.e., r. Algorithm 1 also defines the function Inser-
tAVL(root, node) to insert nodes in an AVL tree (line2). Based on
this algorithm, r and d lists are created and maintained by Algo-
rithm 1. A service is classified as r if its workload w ≥ t (s) (line
s c
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). Algorithm 1 identifies services that can be part of the donation
rocess provided by REACT. A potential d can be identified by
nspecting service workload ws < tc(s) (line 5). In the end, r
nd d are already sorted according to the resource needs and the
umber of residual resources available, respectively. Algorithm 1
s triggered before a critical resource condition has been reached
nd then after the solidarity scheme is enabled.
Algorithm 2 is triggered as an infinite loop. Each iteration of

lgorithm 2 requires getting the service and MEC monitoring
etrics (line 2). Critical conditions can be identified by checking

the MEC load (line 3). Every time a critical resource condition
has been reached, the REACT approach is enabled. REACT builds
and maintains both r and d through Algorithm 1 (line 4). In lines

and 8, the REACT algorithm defines functions InOrder(root)
nd ReverseOrder(root) to recursively iterate over r and d, re-
pectively. On one hand, InOrder(root) traverses the left subtree,
isits the root , and traverses the right subtree. On the other hand,
everseOrder(root) traverses the right subtree, visits the root ,
nd traverses the left subtree. Line 11 gets the required donation
rom a set of r. In lines 12 and 15, the algorithm gets the value of
d(d). In lines 13 and 16, Eq. (1) is used to re-orchestrate r and d.
fter the donation of td(d), the donor d is removed from d using
unction Remove(d) in line 17. The recursive function in line 8 is
ither triggered until the required donation is reached or when d
s empty (line 18).

To prove the feasibility of implementing the REACT solidar-
ty approach in real-time MEC servers, we provide a detailed
lgorithm complexity analysis. To give an accurate analysis, let
s assume that: (i) n services are running on MEC server; (ii) n
ervices are classified as donor (d) and recipient (r) services; and
iii) on average, the REACT solidarity scheme consists of 30% of r
nd 70% of d.
Although n services are iterated/searched in line 3 with com-

lexity O(n), lines 4 and 5 use AVL tree insertion function In-
ertAVL(root, node), which has time complexity O(log n). Since
ines 4 and 5 of Algorithm 1 are not nested, we can derive that
lgorithm 1 has time complexity O(n log n).
Algorithm 2 gets MEC and service monitoring metrics in line
through function MECMonitoring(δ, ξ ), which has time com-
lexity O(n). Algorithm 2 uses a while loop in line 3 to enable
he REACT solidarity model, where in each iteration the MEC
orkload ξ is updated. Line 4 has time complexity O(n log n) as it
ses Algorithm 1. Within function InOrder(r), in line 8, the func-
ion ReverseOrder(d) has time complexity O(d) as it recursively
terates over d. Within function ReverseOrder(d), in line 17 the
unction Remove(d) performs O(1) as it already uses Reverse-
rder(d) to find the node. Then, Remove(d) removes the donor d
rom d and performs the AVL rotations when needed. As r and d
ave a linear relationship with n and based on ReverseOrder(d)
nd Remove(d) algorithm analysis, which are nested and within
unction InOrder(r), in line 5 the function InOrder(r) has time
omplexity O(n2) as it takes O(r) to recursively iterates over r,
esulting int the product O(r) · O(d) · O(1) for searching in r, d,
nd removing from d, respectively.
For both InOrder(r) and ReverseOrder(d), the comparisons

uring the search in each iteration, including unsuccessful search,
re limited by the height of the AVL tree, which is O(log n). As
nOrder(r) and ReverseOrder(d) have to search all nodes, then
oth perform O(n). InsertAVL(root, node) requires O(log n) to
ookup a service, plus a maximum of O(log n) retracing levels on
he way back to the root , which takes O(log n). Remove(d) fol-
ows the same pattern of function InsertAVL(root, node), which
lso has time complexity O(log n) [34]. However, as it is used
ithin ReverseOrder(d), it already knows where the node is,

ust requiring O(1) to remove the node and perform the AVL

otations.
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As MECMonitoring(), ServiceSelection(), and InOrder()
re not nested, the function SolidarityAutoScaling() has
ime complexity O(n2). We conclude that the REACT algorithm
erforms O(n2) resource reallocation operations.

. Experiment setup

To assess their impact in handling elasticity events, both Ku-
ernetes and REACT adopt the same elasticity approach to scale-
p/down resources of MEC services. When a service reaches the
esource utilization threshold of 70%, both mechanisms scale-
p by 30% of the current service resource allocation. Otherwise,
hen the current service resource usage is ≤ 30%, they perform
scale-down of 20% of the allocated resources. These thresholds
re commonly used in other approaches and considered as good
ractices for cloud computing [33]. If the vertical elasticity cannot
e achieved successfully, Kubernetes will ignore the elasticity
vent. In contrast, REACT triggers the solidarity elasticity mode.
To denote a MEC-like testbed, we design the testbed configu-

ation as described in Fig. 4. The auto-scaling schemes have been
mplemented in an Openstack-based cloud platform, consisting
f three Dell power edge servers, two external Dell PowerVault
d3800i that provide disk space of 20.6TB in RAID 5, and a net-
ork backbone with 48× 10 GbE-T ports and 80Gbit/s backbone
onnection.
We represent edge servers as virtual machines deployed on

ur MEC infrastructure. Each edge server uses Ubuntu server
8.0.4.4 as an operating system, with 8 vCPUs and 16GB RAM.
oreover, Docker (version 19.03.8) and Open Virtual Switch

OVS) (19.03.8) are used for the software stack. Furthermore,
monitoring stack composed by Prometheus2 and cAdvisor3

echnologies are used to book VM and container-level resource
sage and performance. Prometheus provides the node exporter
o get the VM monitoring metrics, and cAdvisor gets the con-
ainer monitoring metrics. Edge services are deployed to run
n Docker containers, whereas the OVS provides a virtualized
etwork infrastructure interconnecting the participating MEC and
loud servers.
The auto-scaling solutions used in the experiments, i.e., RE-

CT and Kubernetes VPA, leverage the Docker and OVS APIs
o scale up/down computing, i.e., vCPUs, RAM, and network,
.e., bandwidth, resources, respectively. This auto-scaling mech-
nism provides functions to automatically sets the container re-
ource. These functions are request and limits. It uses the requests
nd limits functions to control CPU and memory resources. VPA
eeks to reduce the overhead of setting resource requests and
imits for containers and improve cluster resource usage. The
ain features of VPA are: (i) reduce the request value for contain-
rs whose resource usage is consistently lower than the requested
mount; (ii) increase request values for containers that consis-
ently use a high percentage of resources requested; and (iii) au-
omatically set containers’ resource limit values based on request
atios specified as part of the container template/blueprint.

The Kubernetes VPA algorithm has only CPU and RAM built-in
anageable resources by design. We focus on the limits function

o ensure that a container’s resource threshold never exceeds.
lso, we provide an elasticity policy to trigger network elasticity
vents when the resource utilization reaches 80% of reserved
esources. We apply the Poisson distribution results in the OVS,
here we allocate different bandwidth demands for each service.
his feature is incorporated into Docker containers through OVS,
here we set virtual tunnels for each container’s virtual interface.

2 https://prometheus.io/docs/introduction/overview/
3 https://github.com/google/cadvisor

https://prometheus.io/docs/introduction/overview/
https://github.com/google/cadvisor
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Fig. 4. The testbed deployment for REACT and Kubernetes experiments.
urthermore, we set QoS egress and ingress traffic shaping poli-
ies to ensure bandwidth limitations for each service deployed
ithin Docker containers.
A set of 100 services is deployed in the edge server, including

dge analytic services, Internet of Things (IoT) services, and video
ervices to provide dynamic behavior in a real environment.
he edge server has 16GB RAM, 8 vCPUs, and a 5Gbit/s link.

The client arrival times are modeled by a Poisson process for
both REACT and Kubernetes. The elasticity time windows and
service parameters such as workload, resource allocation, and
over-provisioning are also modeled by a Poisson distribution.

We define the elasticity time window as the time required to
trigger service elasticity events, i.e., an elasticity event is triggered
at time slot k and in time slot k + 1 another elasticity event is
triggered. Then, the workload variations are triggered according
to the elasticity time window. In total, 1000 elasticity events are
generated based on each service’s Poisson distribution. Lastly, in
our evaluation, we consider that 1 vCPU represents 1024 CPU
cycles per second. We use the docker flag --cpu-shares to
ontrol the CPU allocation priority.
To validate the approach presented in this paper, we imple-

ented a REACT prototype, available at [35] as open-source. The
orkload generated based on Poisson distribution allowed us
o test both REACT and Kubernetes algorithm performance after
he MEC resources became scarce. All tests have been repeated
long with 1000 elasticity events. Both REACT and Kubernetes are
valuated using the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI):

1. Elasticity events accomplishment measures both mecha-
nisms’ performance to accept elasticity events under re-
source scarcity conditions. Thus, auto-scaling requests can
be denied if no resources are available.

2. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) shows the cu-
mulative acceptance ratio’s behavior along with KPI 1 in
the experiment. It shows how REACT can handle more
auto-scaling requests than Kubernetes by using its service
donation approach.

3. Service outages measure the negative impact on services
when resources become scarce. Moreover, this KPI shows
how services could be either terminated or migration could
be enabled due to scarcity of resources.

4. Elasticity attempts are related to the algorithmic capacity
to calculate new elasticity enforcement during resource
scarcity conditions. If no resources are available, a single
auto-scaling request will count as one elasticity attempt.
The mechanisms will then attempt to respond to the auto-
scaling request until resources become available, while
elasticity attempts are counted.
8

5. Residual resource behavior (over-provisioned) shows how
over-provisioned resources are allocated during the exper-
iments. Based on this, it is possible to understand how
resource allocation could be enhanced whenever MEC re-
sources become scarce. Besides, it identifies how service
billings can be minimized while providing better MEC re-
source usage.

6. The time response measures both mechanisms’ perfor-
mance to calculate and perform auto-scaling events.

6. Performance evaluation

REACT and Kubernetes acceptance elasticity events rates (KPI
1) have been evaluated by measuring the number of events ac-
cepted after the hosting resources are saturated. Accepted events
are related to both mechanisms’ capacity to accomplish elastic-
ity events, e.g., given an elasticity request, the mechanism can
provide the auto-scaling provisioning action. In particular, Fig. 5
shows the total accepted elasticity events by each resource type,
i.e., CPU, RAM, and bandwidth. Kubernetes achieved an accep-
tance rate of 80’177 events. Based on this, 33.34%, i.e., 26’733, of
the events were dedicated for CPU resources, 31.89%, i.e., 25’568
events, for RAM resources, and 34.77%, i.e., 27’876, for network
resources. On the other hand, REACT achieved an acceptance rate
of 98’848 elasticity events, where 33.56%, i.e., 33’168 events, for
CPU resources, 33.02%, i.e., 32’644 events, for RAM resources,
and 33.42%, i.e., 33’036 events, for network resources. REACT has
accepted 18’671 more events than Kubernetes, which means a
performance gain of 18.88% compared to Kubernetes. It is worth
mentioning that the present evidence relies on REACT’s capacity
to accommodate more elasticity events through its solidarity
approach.

We show the acceptance ratio of elasticity events in Fig. 6
through a CDF (KPI 2). Also, Fig. 6 combines all acceptance prob-
ability values, i.e., CPU, RAM, and bandwidth, and shows the
cumulative probability of the elasticity events accepted by REACT
and Kubernetes. REACT has a higher acceptance ratio due to
its knowledge of over-provisioned resources. This feature avoids
rejection events and increases the acceptance events ratio.

In containerization-based Docker, CPU is a compressible re-
source; that is, containers can be throttled by the Linux kernel
CPU scheduler if the requested amount is exceeded or the node
is overloaded. Once a container reaches the limit, it will con-
tinue running. However, the operating system will throttle it
and keep restricting it from using the CPU. On the other hand,
it is important not to allow a running container to consume
too much of the host machine’s memory. By definition, RAM
is a non-compressible resource. Once a container reaches the
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Fig. 5. Impact of REACT and Kubernetes mechanisms to accomplish elasticity
vents throughout the testbed.

Fig. 6. Acceptance ratio of elasticity events.

emory limit, it will be terminated because of the Out of Memory
OOM) problem, which means that the container’s service will be
illed. The same behavior occurs in REACT since Docker provides
ontainer virtualization for services. Kubernetes was designed to
aintain the availability of the entire system. When the system
oes into the over-committed state, the Kubernetes may decide
o kill a set of pods to restore system stability. Generally, if a
od uses more resources than requested, that pod becomes a
andidate for termination. On the other hand, REACT will try to
se the residual service resources through its solidarity approach
o minimize service outages and reduce service migration.

Fig. 7 compares solutions in terms of service outages (KPI 3)
uring the experiments. A total of 19’626 service outage events
ere accomplished by Kubernetes’ VPA mechanism, where
4.28%, i.e., 6’728 events, for CPU, 38.81%, i.e., 7’616 events, RAM,
nd 26.91%, i.e., 5’282 events, for bandwidth. Based on 1’000
lasticity events, in average, 7.616 services were affected by the
OM problem, which means that at least 8 services would have
eeded to be migrated to another server, totaling 8% of all services
eployed. Furthermore, in average, 6.73% of CPU and 5.28% of
AM service resources were affected by the lack of resources. On
9

Fig. 7. Influence of REACT and Kubernetes elasticity mechanisms in the testbed
concerning service outages.

Fig. 8. Elasticity attempts accomplished in the testbed as a consequence of the
REACT and Kubernetes mechanisms.

the other hand, REACT accomplished 955 service outage events,
equivalent to 4.85% of the total service outage events accom-
plished by Kubernetes. This means a reduction of approximately
95.15%, i.e., 18’671, of service outage events. For CPU, RAM, and
bandwidth resources, REACT detected 293, 540, and 122 service
outage events. With REACT, in average, 0.54% of services were
affected by the OOM problem. At least 1 service would need to
be migrated to another server, totaling 1% of all services. This
fact indicates a reduction of 87.5% fewer services affected by
the OOM problem than the Kubernetes. These findings support
the notion that REACT is less influenced by the OOM problem
and, consequently, by the inforced service migration. This implies
that REACT is associated with smooth service interruption and
prevents more services from becoming terminated or migrated.

Fig. 8 shows the performance of both REACT and Kubernetes
when the edge server achieves resource saturation, employing
the averaging elasticity attempts analysis (KPI 4). When this state
is reached, the schemes cannot serve all service elasticity re-
quests. Then they try to provide elasticity actions based on avail-
able resources in the edge server. REACT makes use of the over-
provisioned resources. During the resource scarcity situation,
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Fig. 9. Effect in the residual resources led by REACT and Kubernetes elasticity
mechanism on the testbed.

Fig. 10. Cumulative residual resources behavior led by REACT and Kubernetes
elasticity mechanism in the testbed.

Kubernetes achieved 243’456 elasticity attempts, and 34.01%,
i.e., 82’811 attempts, of these events were dedicated for CPU re-
sources, 39%, i.e., 94’949 attempts, for RAM resources, and 26.9%,
i.e., 65’696 attempts, for bandwidth resources. However, REACT
achieved 11’280 elasticity attempts, reducing 95.36%, i.e., 232’176
attempts, compared to Kubernetes elasticity attempts. REACT’s
mechanism distinguishes itself from the Kubernetes by needing
fewer resource re-orchestration rounds to adapt to new loads
of services during the scarcity of resources. It chooses a better
resource configuration based on all services’ workload and can
accomplish more elasticity events than Kubernetes.

We also examined the residual resources (KPI 5) for both
REACT and Kubernetes. Fig. 9 shows the behavior of the resid-
ual resources of the mechanisms during the experiment events.
Fig. 9 sketches the cumulative residual resources units. Kuber-
netes achieved an average of 2.41 vCPUs cores, residual CPU
cycles, 4’985 MB of residual RAM, and 1’404 Mbps of residual
bandwidth units. On the other hand, REACT achieved an average
of 1.60 residual CPU cycles, 3’070 MB of residual RAM units,
and 1’025 Mbps of residual bandwidth units. In this way, REACT
10
Fig. 11. Processing time that REACT and Kubernetes take in the testbed to
accomplish elasticity events.

performed an average gain of 33.88% of CPU residual resources,
38.41% of RAM residual resources, and 73% of residual bandwidth
resources compared to Kubernetes mechanism.

REACT’s solidarity algorithm provides scale-down actions on
residual resources of the donor list. Fig. 10 outlines the residual
resource behavior on the elasticity events in the two experiments.
Therefore, REACT calculates the ratio between the currently used
resources and the total resources reserved for each donor chosen.
Then, REACT calculates the final amount of resources to shrink
from the residual resources of the selected donor. REACT allows
more efficient use of over-provisioning resources by using them
more efficiently via the solidarity-based mechanism. REACT takes
advantage of over-provisioning, it does not prevent it. The more
over-provisioning the MEC services have, the more REACT can
make the solidarity approach feasible.

Finally, to evaluate our REACT processing time, we compared
the time needed to provide the elasticity actions and the time to
provide the elasticity attempts when a resource scarcity situation
is reached since both REACT and Kubernetes need to perform
restricted actions to meet the current elasticity demand.

Fig. 11 shows the average time to process an elasticity request.
Fig. 11 also outlines the average processing time to accomplish
elasticity events and elasticity attempts. Since Kubernetes per-
forms fewer elasticity actions than REACT, its average processing
is 49ms, while REACT achieved 268ms due to the solidarity
actions. Regarding the elasticity attempt window, Kubernetes has
n average of 320ms compared to 19ms of the REACT algo-
ithm, considering that both mechanisms will try to perform
lasticity events when resources become scarce. Lastly, the total
verage processing time, including elasticity events and elasticity

attempt window, for Kubernetes is 369ms, while REACT achieved
311ms. REACT obtained gains in terms of processing time of
15.5% compared to Kubernetes. Indeed, the processing time is
short, considering the order of magnitude of milliseconds. Hence,
we demonstrate that REACT provides a response time as low as
the Kubernetes algorithm.

To summarize the evaluation, REACT compared to Kubernetes
has the following improvements: (i) REACT is more agile than
Kubernetes, having the ability to accommodate more elasticity
events; (ii) REACT provides more resource reallocation proce-
dures whenever the resources become scarce; (iii) REACT de-
grades fewer services, allowing services to remain active longer
or prevent the service migration; and, (iv) REACT takes advantage
of service over-provisioning, enhancing the residual resources of

services.
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. Conclusion

This paper proposes REACT, a self-adaptive elasticity solu-
ion that handles resource scarcity in MEC environments. REACT
ses a solidarity approach to provide resource reallocation of
esidual resources to prevent undesirable service degradation
ue to the scarcity of MEC resources. REACT can minimize the
armful effects of service migration while keeping more services
unning over the same MEC server. We provided a detailed de-
cription of REACT, including the solidarity approach, the system
odel, and the REACT algorithm. Our evaluation assesses both
EACT and Kubernetes’ performance on a real testbed. Testbed
esults demonstrate better performance of REACT over Kuber-
etes in terms of accomplishing up to 18.88% more elasticity
vents, reducing service outages by up to 95.1%, reducing elas-
icity attempts by up to 95.36%, and reducing over-provisioned
esources by up to 33.88%, 38.41%, and 73% for CPU cycles, RAM
nd bandwidth resources, respectively. Finally, REACT reduced
esponse time by up to 15.5%
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